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Abstract 

Background: The incidence of suicide is higher in individuals with post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD) than the general population. This prevalence rate is related to many factors including drug 
dependence. This study was conducted in people wounded during the Iran-Iraq war with PTSD, in 
order to compare the risk of suicide in those with and without drug and nicotine dependence. 

Methods: This cross-sectional study, conducted in 2007–2008, comprised 104 male individuals who 
had participated in the Iran-Iraq war and had a current diagnosis of PTSD. They had been referred to a 
psychiatry hospital and the psychiatrists' offices in Kerman, Iran. Three questionnaires were used 
including Davidson Trauma Scale, California Risk Estimator for Suicide and the Fagerstrom Test for 
Nicotine Dependence to assess the severity of PTSD, the risk of suicide, and nicotine dependence, 
respectively. Data were analyzed by descriptive and analytical statistics using chi-square, regression, 
analysis of variance (ANOVA), student-t and correlation tests. 

Findings: The severity of PTSD was significantly different in individuals with low to moderate 
dependence on cigarette smoking than in those with heavy dependence on smoking (P = 0.002). 
However, the corresponding figures were not significantly different in individuals with and without 
substance abuse. Although the risk of suicide had no significant difference among individuals with low 
to moderate dependence on cigarettes compared to those with high nicotine dependence, it was higher 
in subjects with substance abuse than in those without it (P = 0.0001). 

Conclusion: Our findings suggest that dependence on cigarettes may not play a role in increasing the 
risk of suicide, whereas the dependence on opium and its derivatives may increase this risk. Therefore, 
prevention and treatment of drug abuse may be effective on the incidence of suicide in patients with 
war injuries and PTSD. 
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Introduction  
Generally, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 
is a group of symptoms occurring after exposure 
to an extremely severe damaging event. It is an 
abnormal response, which develops after severe 
stressful events such as serious accidents or 
natural disasters, as well as cases which are joined 
with severe irritation, numbness and excessive 
separation of the environment, or experiencing a 
temporary disturbance of related mechanisms. It 
is accompanied by annoying and disturbing 
dreams about the traumatic events.1,2 

The lifetime prevalence of PTSD is suggested 
to be about one to three percent in the general 
population. However, up to 15 percent of the 
population may have subclinical forms of this 
disorder.1 Many PTSD patients are victims of war 
and natural disasters. Since PTSD poses a burden 
of disease for the health services, as well as an 
economic burden at individual and society 
levels,2 its immediate and comprehensive 
treatment will reduce the social burden of the 
disorder. Iran is among the high-risk countries of 
the world which also experienced a long term war 
and therefore the burden should be considered 
with a more professional and sophisticated vision 
and perspective.  

Suicide is frequent in individuals with 
psychiatric disorders like depression, and is one 
of the serious problems in people with PTSD. The 
incidence of suicide in individuals with PTSD is 
higher than normal population.3 Furthermore, the 
relationship between PTSD and drug abuse is 
well-documented.4 Risk factors associated with 
PTSD and drug abuse are similar to those of 
PTSD and suicide. Several underlying 
mechanisms are proposed in this regard. The first 
is childhood conduct disorder and adult anti-
opportunity behavior.5 Another hypothesis states 
that the drug covers the symptoms of PTSD. The 
frequent co-existence of PTSD and drug abuse 
may be a result of the same brain mechanisms 
altered by the drug abuse and trauma. 

In the current literature related to PTSD and 
drug abuse, the role of hypothalamic-pituitary-
adrenal (HPA) axis is repeatedly discussed.6 
Likewise, this axis plays a role in suicide. It is 
suggested that stress increases cortisol and 
corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), which in 
turn may increase the activity of the HPA axis. On 
the contrary, it can reduce the basal level of CRH 
concentration which may in turn, lead to 

increased suicidal behavior. Consequently, this 
common biological mechanism may be a cause 
for the co-existence of PTSD, suicide and drug 
abuse. This study was conducted to determine the 
risk of suicide in the Iran-Iraq war wounded 
patients who suffered from PTSD, and to 
compare it in those individuals with and without 
dependency on drugs and nicotine. 
 

Methods 
This descriptive study was conducted among 
men who had participated in the eight-year Iran-
Iraq war and were affected by PTSD according 
to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders, 4th Edition, Text Revision 
(DSM-IV-TR) criteria. 

These patients were selected randomisely 
among those who were referred to the Shahid 
Beheshti Psychiatric Hospital, affiliated to 
Kerman University of Medical Sciences and to 
the psychiatrists' offices during 2007-2008. The 
exact risk of suicide in Iran was not available, so 
according to the previous studies and 
considering a P of 0.5, confidence interval (CI) of 
95% and the absolute accuracy of 10%, the 
sample size was calculated as 100. 

A total of 104 subjects participated in this 
survey. For selecting participants, we tried to 
include about one-third from the hospitalized 
patients, one third from the clients to the 
psychiatrists’ offices and a third from the 
patients who have been previously admitted to 
hospitals and had hospital records which were 
interviewed by home visit.  

Three questionnaires including Davidson 
Trauma Scale, California Risk Estimator for 
Suicide and Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine 
Dependence (FTND) were used to determine the 
severity of PTSD, the risk of suicide and the 
nicotine dependence in smokers, respectively.  

Davidson Trauma Scale: It is a questionnaire 
based on 17 questions with six options: never, 
once, 2-3 times a week and every day, which has 
to be completed in about 10 minutes.7 

California Risk Estimator for Suicide: It 
consists of 15 items including age, occupation, 
sexual orientation, financial resources, issues 
and events surrounding the abnormal stress, 
hours of sleep per night, rate of weight loss in 
the stress episodes, severity of impulses for 
current suicide, history of suicidal attempt, 
presence of serious risk for death, number of 
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previous psychiatric hospitalizations, results of 
previous efforts to find support, family history 
of emotional disorders, reactions of the 
interviewer with the interviewee, ideas of harm 
and injury assignment, as well as the risk of 
losing financial resources. Based on the 
abovementioned items, each participant receives 
the total points for estimating the risk of suicide, 
the sum of which makes up the second part of 
the questionnaire. For assessing the risk of 
suicide, respondents were divided into five 
groups in terms of the suicide risk: very low, 
low, average, high and very high. The 
questionnaire took about 5 minutes to be 
completed.8 

Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine Dependence 
(FTND): This questionnaire has 8 multiple choice 
questions with a score from zero to 2, and a sum 
of 14 points.9 Scores 1-6 and 7-11 were 
considered as low to moderate and high nicotine 
dependency, respectively. The questionnaire 
was completed in about 3 minutes. 

From all of patients a written consent was 
obtained. Information obtained from the scores 
assigned to each response, were analyzed by the 
descriptive and analytical analysis by using 
statistical tests such as chi-square, regression, 
analysis of variance (ANONA), Student-t and 
correlation tests. 

 

Results 
The average age of study participants was  
39.90 ± 4.33 years, with a range of 34 to 61 years. 

Their mean duration of disease was 18.31 ± 1.99 
years, with a minimum of 14 years and a 
maximum of 22 years. In most cases this duration 
was 20 years. The mean score of PTSD, calculated 
based on the Davidson Trauma Scale, was  
48.17 ± 13.28 years. The minimum and maximum 
scores were 14 and 72, respectively (Table 1). 

The mean of the overall scores, based on 
California Risk Estimator for Suicide was  
573.75 ± 11.52 with the minimum and maximum 
scores of 35 and 809, respectively (Table 2).  

The frequency of the risk for suicide, 
according to the California questionnaire is 
presented in table 3. The average score for 
nicotine dependency, according to the FTND, 
was 5.16 ± 2.43 with a range of zero to nine. 
Overall, 66 participants (63.5%) stated a history 
of opium abuse. Average duration of drug abuse 
was 4.84 ± 2.81 years. They noted a history of 
addiction from one to 18 years. 

The two groups with moderate and severe 
dependency on nicotine showed different 
intensity of PTSD (P = 0.002). The comparison of 
the PTSD in the two groups with and without 
drug abuse did not show any significant 
difference. The mean score of the risk for suicide 
was not significantly different according to the 
intensity of dependency on nicotine (Table 4).  

As presented in table 5, the average score for 
risk of suicide was significantly higher in 
individuals without drug abuse than in drug 
abusers (619.73 ± 101.79 vs. 493.89 ± 78.1, 
respectively, P <0.00001). 

 
Table 1. Central and dispersion index scores of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), suicide risk score and the score 
for nicotine dependence 

 ُ◌Score Total 
scores 

Mean Variance Standard 
deviation 

Min Percentile 
25 

Median Percentile 
75 

Max Mode 

PTSD 5010 48.17 176.49 13.28 14 40 50 59 72 40 

Suicidal risk 59670 573.75 12437.31 111.52 315 471.5 578 624.5 809 427 

Nicotine 
dependence 

382 5.16 5.94 2.43 0  6 7 9 5 

 
Table 2. Risk of suicide in participants responding to the California questionnaire 
Group number 

(scores) 
Relative 

risk 
Approximate 

amount of risk (%) 
Frequency Relative 

Frequency (%) 
Cumulative 
frequency 

(0-271) 1 very low < 1  -  - - 
(272-344) 2 Low 1-2.5 2 1.9 1.9 
(345-465) 3 Moderate 2.5-5 20 19.2 21.2 
(466-553) High 5-10 16 15.4 36.5 

554  ≥  very high  > 10 66 63.5 100 
Total 104 100  - 
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Table 3. Prevalence of nicotine dependence in persons responding to the FTND questionnaire  
(72 out of 104 persons) 

Dependency Frequency Frequency (%) Cumulative frequency 

Low-moderate 48 66.7 66.7 

High 24 33.3 100 

Total 72 100 ___ 

Two of the respondents received a null score, and were not considered in any groups. 
 

Table 4. Central and dispersion index scores and risk of suicide in the two groups with low to moderate and high 
nicotine dependence 

Nicotine 
dependence 

Mean Variance Standard 
deviation 

Min Percentile
25 

Median Percentile 
75 

Max Mode 

Low-moderate 601.875 12859.859 113.40 433 521.5 585 679.5 806 491 

High 609.250 7404.543 86.05 413 575 617 625.5 809 575 

T value = 0.280     P = 0.786 
 
Table 5. Central and dispersion index scores and risk of suicide in the two groups with and without a history of drug 
abuse 

Drug 
abuse 

history 

Mean Variance  ُ◌Standard 
deviation 

Min Percentile 
25 

Median Percentile 
75 

Max Mode 

Yes 619.727 10361.863 101.793 433 556 619 651 809 467 

No 493.895 6099.556 78.100 315 433 479 578 601 427 
T value = 6.581     P.V = 0.000 

 

Discussion 
The incidence of suicide in persons with PTSD 
is higher than the normal population.10,11 It is 
shown that traumatic events without PTSD 
cannot have a role in suicide, whereas PTSD is 
considered as an independent factor for 
suicide.12 In contrast, it is documented that 
PTSD may increase the dependence on drugs, 
and in turn the incidence of suicide. A 25-year 
longitudinal study has documented the causal 
relationship of PTSD with drug dependence 
and suicide, notably among adults.13 The 
current study showed that people with PTSD 
and drug abuse have increased the risk of 
suicide which is consistent with some other 
studies. The high mortality rate associated with 
drug abuse is considered to be related to 
various factors as the AIDS epidemic, drug-
related accidental deaths and suicides. Drug 
abusers have higher rates of suicidal thoughts, 
especially those who had lack of family support 
and psychosocial disorders as well as those 
using several types of drugs.14 

A study conducted on 948 American 
adolescents referred to centers for quitting 
addiction reported that in the interview 
conducted every 3 to 12 months, at least 30% 

had suicidal thoughts, and 12% reported an 
attempt to suicide. Half of them had emotional 
disorders and nearly a third of them received 
medical treatment for these disorders.15 

A study in India followed 173 drug abusers 
for 6 to 10 years and found that 87 persons 
continued the drug abuse, 11 had occasional 
use and 40 had quitted the drug. During this 
period, 29 persons (17%) died, 16 of which 
committed suicide. Moreover, 28 persons (17%) 
had an attempt to suicide.16 

A study conducted in Zahedan, Iran, 
suggested that 16.8% of individuals referred for 
addiction treatment had at least one suicidal 
attempt. Among them those who used crack 
and intravenous injection of drugs, as well as 
the younger ones and the single individuals 
had higher rates of suicide.17 

Case-control and prospective studies have 
documented an association between smoking 
and suicide. Three possible reasons were stated 
in this regard: smokers have underlying 
background that raises the risk of suicide; or 
smoking can cause hard and debilitating 
conditions making the person vulnerable to 
suicide; and/or smoking might lower the 
serotonin levels and mono-oxidase. 
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On the other hand, cessation of smoking 
may cause essential depression in some 
smokers and as a result, it may increase the risk 
of suicide. Quit smoking medications such as 
bupropion, rimonabant and varenicline are also 
reported to be associated with suicide.18 In the 

current study, smoking did not increase the risk 
of suicide, but because of the study design, the 
prevalence of this disorder cannot be compared 
with the general population. 
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خطر اقدام به خودكشي و وابستگي به مواد و نيكوتين در مجروحين جنگي مبتلا به ررسي ب
  اختلال استرس بعد از سانحه مزمن

  

  3مهديه ميرزايي ،2دكتر علي خردمند، 1دكتر عليرضا غفاري نژاد
  
  

  چكيده
يا  Post-traumatic stress disorder(ميزان شيوع خودكشي در افراد مبتلا به اختلال استرس بعد از سانحه  :مقدمه

PTSD(  از جمله اين . استاين شيوع بالاتر با عوامل مختلفي در اين افراد مرتبط  باشد، ميبالاتر از جمعيت عمومي
عراق مبتلا به  خطر خودكشي در مجروحين جنگ ايران واين مطالعه جهت مقايسه . باشد وابستگي به مواد مي ،عوامل

PTSD با وابستگي به مواد و نيكوتين و مجروحين جنگي بدون وابستگي به مواد و نيكوتين انجام شد.  

مراجعه  PTSDمرد شركت كننده در جنگ ايران و عراق با تشخيص  104مطالعه از نوع توصيفي مقطعي بود و در  :ها روش
در اين . انجام شد 1387–88پزشكان شهر كرمان در سال  هاي روان كننده به بيمارستان شهيد بهشتي كرمان و همچنين مطب

  PTSD( ،California risk estimator for suicideبراي شدت ( Davidson trauma scale نامه مطالعه از سه پرسش
براي ارزيابي وابستگي به ( Fagerstrom test for Nicotine dependencyو ) براي شدت خطر خودكشي(

  .گرديد هاستفاد) نيكوتين

ولي در ، )P=  002/0( گروه وابسته كم تا متوسط و گروه وابسته شديد به سيگار متفاوت بود در PTSDشدت  :ها يافته
وابستگي كم تا متوسط با  خطر خودكشي در گروه. دو گروه بدون سوء مصرف مواد و با سوء مصرف مواد تفاوتي نداشت

بدون آن  ولي در افراد با اختلال سوء مصرف مواد و ،)P=  77/0( داري نداشت گروه با وابستگي زياد نيكوتين تفاوت معني
  .)P=  0001/0(متفاوت بود 

ستگي به اما واب. افزايش خطر خودكشي نقش داشته باشد تواند در رسد وابستگي به سيگار نمي به نظر مي :گيري نتيجه
مصرف مواد در جلوگيري  گيري و درمان سوء پيشبنابراين . باشد ترياك و مشتقات آن در افزايش خطر خودكشي مؤثر مي

  .ممكن است مؤثر باشد PTSDبه  از بروز موارد خودكشي در مجروحين جنگي مبتلا

  .خودكشي، وابستگي به مواد، اختلال استرس بعد از سانحه، ايران :واژگان كليدي

  1389- 90 و بهار ، زمستان1-2شماره سوم،  سال، اعتياد و سلامتمجله 
  25/12/89 :تاريخ پذيرش  20/10/89: تاريخ دريافت

 
 
 
 


